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I N F O A B S T R A C T

Detection of black hole is a challenging task. Further, isolating such 
malicious nodes from communication is also a great challenge. Several 
previous works addresses trust based model for detection and prevention 
of malicious nodes. Trust based models will consume time to study the 
neighbor transmissions and will try to identify trustable nodes based on 
their data forwarding behavior. But this approach will need considerable 
quantity of time to identify malicious nodes by constantly monitoring 
the traffic of the neighbor nodes. Another drawback in this model is, 
false positives – that is, the standard trust based detection mechanisms 
may wrongly mark a trustable node as non-trustable node if that node, 
by chance,  is not participating in communication even without any bad 
intention. In this work, the performance of the algorithm is increased 
using a Dynamic Trust Handshake based detection mechanism (DTH-
AODV). Dynamic Trust Handshake based detection mechanism will 
detect the malicious nodes very quickly and efficiently in a short time 
military rescue like MANETSscenario without much increase in overhead.  
To  prove  its  better  working, a MANETSshort time communication 
scenario is simulated and the  performance of standard AODV with 
and without black hole attack is measured using NS2.35 and compared 
it with Dynamic Packet Forwarding based Trust AODV  (DTH-AODV) 
protocol  in  terms  of  different metrics like total number of packets 
sent received and dropped, throughput, EED, battery consumed etc. The 
proposed DTH-AODV will use a Dynamic Trust Handshake mechanism 
for the reliable detection of malicious behavior in MANET.
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Introduction
Mobile Adhoc network (MANET)1 is a collection of nodes 
in wireless network in which nodes keeps on changing 
its position to have a dynamic topology. Topology keeps 
on changing therefore the path from source node to 
destination node also keeps on changing which further is 
determined by routing protocol. In this work, we are using 

the reactive routing protocol called Adhoc On Demand 
Distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV)2,3 where  the 
route is determined on demand  i.e. whenever there is a 
requirement of route then and only then current route from 
the source to destination is determined.4-9 AODV routing 
protocol has several vulnerability such as:

a. A malicious node can drop any of the control packet or 
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data packets.
b. A malicious node can modify any field of the control 

packet and can then forward the packet to its immediate 
neighbor.

c. The malicious node can send the faked RREP or route 
reply acknowledgment (RREP_ACK) in response to the 
control message or it may send fake response message 
of its own.

d. In such way, the malicious node may cause the route 
breakage which may lead to node isolation or flooding 
of packets which may lead to resource consumption. 
Due to property that malicious node can also modify 
fields of the control packet, the malicious mode 
may impersonate any other node or it may leak the 
confidential information to the unauthorized node.

In AODV routing protocol, the working depends on the 
genuine cooperation of node. If any of the intermediate 
nodes is selfish or non-cooperating or malicious, then the 
working of complete protocol is compromised. Attacks are 
targeted to damage basic aspects of security like integrity, 
confidentiality and privacy. The nodes performing adverse 
effects on MANETS are classified into two categories: 
malicious node10 and selfish node.11 Malicious nodes are 
those nodes that perform an active attack on MANETS and 
may be active in route establishment or data forwarding 
phase, while selfish node performs passively by not 
forwarding the packet just for sake of saving battery energy.

Due to above said vulnerabilities a number of attacks12-20 
are possible in AODV routing protocol. These attacks are 
broadly classified into two categories called passive or 
active attack.

Passive Attack

In a passive attack, the attacker’s goal is just to obtain 
information. This means that the attack does not modify 
data or harm the system. However, the attack may harm 
the sender or receiver of the message. Main techniques 
of passive attack are: eaves dropping and timing analysis.

Active Attack 

Active attack may change the data or harm the system. 
Attacks that threaten integrity and availability are active 
attacks. Examples of active attacks on AODV are:

• Attacks  by  dropping  the  packets:  Such  as  Blackhole21-30  
or Gray hole attack.31

• Attacks using modification of protocol message: It 
may include redirection due to modification of Hop-
Count or Modified Destination Sequence number. 
A Very Common Attack in this category is Denial of 
Service attack32-34 where the malicious nodes generate 
unwanted request packets so as to make the resources 
unavailable to the other nodes.

•  Attacks using impersonation where malicious node 

impersonates other node.
• Attacks using fabrication: Here, Malicious nodes 

generate false route error message or false routing 
table overflow message.

• Other attack Such as Worm Hole attack35-38 or Byzantine 
Attack39,40, etc.

This paper focuses mainly on blackhole attack. In Blackhole 
attack, the malicious node intends itself as having the 
shortest path through it. Once it is chose as the intermediate 
node for the path from source to destination, it drops all 
the control packets and data packets that are transmitted 
through it. So, it impacts the performance of the protocol.

Implementation of Black Hole Attack in Aodv 
Routing Protocol
Black hole Attack

Black hole problem is type of active attack in which malicious 
node first claims to have the shortest path. Source node 
chooses the route containing the malicious node to the 
destination. Once the traffic is routed through itself, it drops 
the entire data packet routed through it.41-44 As shown in 
Figure 1, let 1 be the source node and 3 be the destination 
node and 4 is the malicious node. 4 claims to have the 
shortest path that is why route through 4 (1-4-5-6-3) is 
selected instead of 1-2-3. But after being selected in the 
final route 4 drops the entire data packet. The working of 
black hole attack is further summarized in Figure 2. The 
figure shows that if the packet forwarded is data packet 
and the node is malicious, then it drops the entire packet. 
Otherwise, if the packet if RREQ control packet and the 
node is malicious then it sends the fake RREP so as to claim 
itself as having the shortest path. Once it is chosen as the 
intermediate node, it drops the entire data packet routed 
through it. In all other cases, it behaves normally.88-90

Figure 1.Example showing the working of black 
hole attack where 1 is the source node, 3 is the 

destination node and 4 is the malicious node
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Proposed Work
A lot of research work has been done to find the secured 
AODV routing algorithm.45-54 The trust55-58 based on the  
packet forwarding behavior of neighbor can be used for  
detecting misbehavior. This model has been previously 
presented in several literatures.59-63 But, by the same trust 
based logic, some of the neighbors those who were silent 
and not actively participated in communications will get 
wrongly identified as malicious. So, simple trust based 
models will mark a lot of non malicious nodes as malicious 
nodes. This will initiate lot of link failures. That is, the link 
between source to destination will get broken at different 
locations on their path because of this false identification 
of malicious nodes.

The dynamic packet forwarding based trust AODV (DTH-
AODV) proposed in this paper will overcome that problem 
and reduce the possibility of such false marking of non 
malicious nodes as malicious nodes. A simple Dynamic 
Trust Handshake mechanism will help to prevent such 
false identification.

The main advantage of the proposed detection and 
prevention scheme is: it will detect and prevent the 
malicious nodes in the very early stage of AODV route 
discovery process. So, it will not need any manipulation in 

routing tables in the route resolving process, because, by 
the design, it will avoid including malicious hops in routing 
table even at the route discovery process itself.

In this work, trust value is associated with each node 
and initialized to 0. If the node is working genuinely i.e. 
forwarding the packet as per the routing protocol instruction 
then trust value is incremented otherwise it is decremented. 

Figure 2.Pseudo code of AODV routing Protocol

Figure 3.Calculation of trust values
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void TrustNode::increaseTrust ( )
{
 trustValue++;
}
void TrustNode::decreaseTrust ( )
{
 trustValue--;
}

Malicious and faulty nodes are then isolated from the 
network once they obtain a minimum threshold value.

bool Trust Node::is Node Trusted ()
{
 if (trust Value < = threshold value)
 {
  return false;
 }
                else
 {
  return true;
 }
}

Figure 4.Calculation of Malicious Node

Packets Acknowledgment: Acknowledgment is a method 
of ensuring that packets sent for forwarding have been 
forwarded. There is a couple of ways that this is possible but 
Passive Acknowledgment is by far the easiest to implement. 
Passive Acknowledgment uses promiscuous mode to 
monitor the channel, this allows the node to detect any 
transmitted packets, irrelevant to the actual destination that 
they are intended for. With this, the node can ensure that 
packets it has sent to a neighboring node for forwarding 
are indeed forwarded. This has been implemented within 
PTH-AODV using promiscuous mode to monitor the channel.

Packet Precision: As defined by Pirzada et. al.64 Packet 
Precision ensures the integrity of the data and control 
packets that are either received or forwarded by other 
nodes in the network. This type of detection aims to spot 
packets that have either been corrupted due to a faulty 
node or have been generated maliciously. This could be 
done by monitoring the control packets that lead to suitable 
successful routes. Another possible means is to check the 
packet information is within certain tolerances. For example, 
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it may be ensured that the sequence number within a reply 
is not inconceivably higher than the sequence number 
within the request, as this suggests that the replying node 
is trying to ensure it is part of the final route.

Destination Unreachable Messages: Although Pirzada64 
mentions that it is possible to use Destination Unreachable 
Messages, no such messages are returned by Ns2.

Implementation of The Proposed Malicious Behavior 
Detection in AODV

Implementation of Dynamic Trust Handshake 
Mechanism

Generally, a trust factor based on the packet forwarding 
behavior of neighbor can be used for detecting misbehavior 
as previously presented in several literatures. For example, 
a trust factor of a node can be derived based on the number 
of forwarded packets at that neighboring node. But, by the 
same trust based detection logic, some of the neighbors. 

Figure 5.The Dynamic Trust Handshake Mechanism

Figure 6.The process flow of Periodic Trust 
Handshake Based Malicious Node Detection and 

Prevention in AODV

those who were silent and not actively participated in 
communications will get low trust factor and will be wrongly 
identified as malicious. Because of this, the link between 
source to destination will get broken at different locations 
on their path because of this false identification of malicious 
nodes. In our proposed dynamic trust handshake based 
AODV (DTH-AODV), it will overcome that problem and 
reduce the possibility of such false marking of non malicious 
nodes as malicious nodes by introducing a Dynamic Trust 
Handshake mechanism. The following flow diagram in 
Figure 5, explains the implementation of Dynamic Trust 
Handshake Mechanism in AODV routing agent.

The Trust Handshake Message Triggering Mechanism. In 
this model, the nodes will send a “trust handshake” in a 

dynamic fashion based on its local state. This Dynamic Trust 
Handshake mechanism ensures that at least one handshake 
packet will be send just before any new transmission event. 
But the frequency of such “trust handshake” message will 
be controlled by two variables the min_TrtustHandshake_
Interval and max_TrtustHandshake_Interval. So, it will not 
increase the message overhead tremendously.

The trust handshake message function will be called from 
different function of AODV whenever a change in state 
is expected. For example, after doing a regular route 
table update, the trust handshake message function 
will be triggered. But according to the way in which The 
Dynamic Trust Handshake Mechanism working, it will 
not actually send a handshake message whenever it is 
triggered. The trigger mechanism may rapidly call the 
trust handshake message sending function, but it will 
actually send a new message if an only if there was a 
considerable gap (min_TrtustHandshake_Interval) between 
two consecutive messages. This will avoid over sending the 
Trust Handshake messages. The following flow diagram 
explains the  implementation of Dynamic Trust Handshake  
Based  Malicious  Node  Detection  and Prevention in AODV 
routing agent.

The process flow and pseudo code of Dynamic Trust  
Handshake Based Malicious Node Detection  and Prevention 
in AODV routing protocol is shown in Figure 6 and 7.
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Forward (RREQ pkt, delay) {

 // the node receives the RREQ control packet
 // checks whether it is destination node
 if destination{
  //considers the path with highest trust value and sends the route reply along thatpath
  compute_highest_trust_level ()
   {
   // the optimal path with highest value value is chosen and route reply is sent along that path
   highest_trust_value(path)
   sends_RREP_to_source
   }
 else (not_destination){
  // if the next intermediate node is not destination then intermediate node checksfor the packet by                    
                              computing the trust level
  ifRREQ_packet{
  compute_trust_level ()
   {
   // compares the trust value of current node with the tryst value of previousnode
   trust_current_node>trust_previous_node
   }
  if (found not ok)
  // intermediate node drops the packet if its trust level is lesser then previous path
  drop(pkt)
  else  {
  // if the new path has more trust value then update trust and hop count andrebroadcast it to next        
                              neighbour node
  trust++
  // total number of intermediate nodes is incremented by 1
  hop_count++
                             // the RREQ packet is rebroadcasted to next neighbour node
  rebroadcast RREQ
    }
   }
  }
  }

Receive (RREP pkt, delay) {

  //waits for specified period
  ifno_duplicate{
   wait_rrep_wait_time 
   update_trust_metric
   updatenext_hop}
   else
   {
   computetrust_path
   }
  }
Update_Trust_Metric (interval){

 //wait for the minimum trust handshake interval
 wait_trust_handshake_interval();
 broadcast_trust_hanshake;
 trust_value>trust_threshold {
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  trust_current_node = trust_current_node + trust_previous_node
   }
  else { 
   drop (pkt);}
  }

Figure 7.The Pseudo code of PTH-AODV

Table 1.Parameters values of Network in NS2

Common parameters Values Traffic parameters for TCP flows Values
Topographical Area (m*m)    1800 X 500 Transport Agent TCP

Mobility 20m/s No Flows 10
Pause Time 20s Traffic Type   CBR

Total SimulationTime 100s Packet Size 1KB
Routing Protocol AODV Interval 100ms
Mobility Modal RandomWaypoint Rate 10KB
Channel Model WirelessChannel Traffic parameters for UDP flows Values

Propagation Model TwoRayGround Transport Agent TCP
PhyModel WirelessPhy No Flows 10
MacModel 802_11 Traffic Type   CBR

AntennaModel OmniAntenna Packet Size 1KB
Queue DropTail-PriQueue Interval 100ms

Queue Length     50 Rate 10KB

The Changes Made in NS2 AODV code for 
Malicious Node Detection and Prevention
The following two files were modified to incorporate 
the proposed malicious node detection and prevention 
mechanism in AODV routing agent.

Changes Made in AODV.h

The additional function definitions for detection and 
prevention of malicious behavior and the variables that 
will be bound with TCL are declared in AODV.h. By using 
the variables from a TCL simulation code, we can control 
the behavior of the routing agent and bring it to detection 
and prevention mode.

Changes Made in AODV.cc

The actual code of the additional function definitions 
for detection and prevention of malicious behavior were 
implemented in AODV.cc.  And here the new interfaces to 
the code through the control variables that will be bound 
with TCL are written here. By setting the variables from a TCL 
simulation code, we can control the behavior of the routing 
agent and bring it to detection and prevention mode.

The Functions Modified for Attack Detection and 
Prevention

The function TrustHandshakeTimer()

The Dynamic Trust Handshake Mechanism is implemented 

with the help of a new timer function in AODV.

The function AODV::Send Trust Handshake Packet()

This function will generate a Trust Handshake packet and 
transmit it with respect to the conditions explained in the 
Figure 4.

The function AODV::recvAODV()

In this function, the trust based detection of malicious 
behavior has been implemented. As shown in the figure4 
of previous section. The malicious behavior detection is 
done based on the trust factor of the previous hop node 
from which the message was received.

Results and Discussion
We used network simulator version NS2.35 under Ubuntu 
linux operating system for obtaining this results.65 We 
have implemented the black hole attack as well as attack 
detection and prevention mechanism on the AODV code of 
NS2 and did the simulation with the parameters presented 
in this section and evaluated the performance with respect 
to the metrics discussed in this section.

The Simulation Parameters

Common Parameters: The following common parameters 
are used for setting up the network. Moreover following 
parameters are also used to set TCP/UDP flows.

Variable Parameters: The following parameters are used 
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as variables for analyzing the impact of the attack and 
detection on different condition.

Analytic Results With Respect to Different 
Network Size
Here we see the analytic results of comparison of black hole 
attacks with normal AODV (it means performance without 
any attack). And it is studied with respect to different  
network  size. In the following analysis the total number of 
nodes in the network is varied as 40, 50 and 60 and among 
them, the number of malicious nodes kept as 15 and the 
impact is measured using different metrics.

The  following line  graph  in Figure 8, shows the impact of 
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms 
of total data packets sent at application source. As shown 
in the line graph, under the presence of Blackhole Attack, 
the application source itself can not able to send much.  
But while detection the proposed DTH-AODV was able to 
send as much as normal AODV without any attack. 
Table 2.Total number of nodes, number of malicious 

node and different attack scenarios

Parameters Values
Malicious Nodes 15

Total Nodes 40,50,60
AODV with a) No Attack

b) Black Hole Attack
c) PTH Attack Detection

mechanism, the routing load was almost equal to that of 
normal AODV. In terms of routing load, the performance 
of Normal AODV, proposed DTH-AODV are almost equal.

Figure 8.Network Size vs Sent Packets

Figure 9.Network Size vs Received Packets

Figure 10.Network Size vs Routing Load

Figure 11.Network Size vs MAC Load

The following line graph in Figure 9, shows the impact of  
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms 
of total data packets received at application destination. As 
shown in the line graph, under the presence of Blackhole 
Attack, destination itself is not able to receive anything. 
But while detection the proposed DTH-AODV was able to 
receive as much as normal AODV without any attack. 

The following line graph in Figure 10 shows the impact of 
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms of 
routing load. As shown in the line graph in Figure 10, under 
the presence of Blackhole the routing load is very high.  But 
with proposed DTH-AODV based detection and prevention 

The  following  line  graph  in  Figure  11, shows the impact  
of attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms 
of MAC load. As shown in the line graph, under the presence 
of Blackhole the MAC load is very high. But with proposed 
DTH-AODV based detection and prevention mechanism, 
the MAC load was almost equal to that of normal AODV. 
In terms of MAC load, the performance of Normal AODV, 
proposed DTH-AODV are almost equal.

The  following  line  graph in Figure 12, shows the impact of 
attack and detection  and  prevention mechanism in terms 
of total dropped packets at application layer. As shown in 
the line graph, under the presence of Blackhole Attack the 
lot of packets were dropped at application layer.  But while 
detection, the packet dropping of proposed DTH-AODV was 
very much reduced and al most equal to that of normal 
AODV without any attack. In terms of application layer 
dropped packets, the proposed DTH-AODV dropped little 
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bit high number of packets this is because, the DTH-AODV 
will try to send more packets than Normal AODV.

Figure 12.Network Size vs Packets
Dropped at Application Layer

The following line graph in Figure 13, the impact of attack 
and detection and prevention mechanism in terms of 
throughput. As shown in the line graph, under the presence 
of Blackhole Attack the throughput was almost equal to 
zero. But with detection, the throughput of proposed DTH-
AODV was very much improved and   almost equal to that 
of normal AODV without any attack. 

Figure 13.Network Size vs Throughput

Figure 15.Network Size vs End to End Delay

Figure 14.Network Size vs PDF

The following line graph in Figure 14, shows the impact of 
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms 
of  PDF. As shown in the line graph, under the presence of 
Blackhole Attack the PDF was almost equal to zero. And 
at low network density PDF is equal to zero. For example, 
at 40 nodes, it is zero because, among the 40 nodes, 
15 are malicious- so that they will able to break all the 
communication between other nodes. But with detection, 
the PDF of proposed DTH-AODV was very much improved 
and almost equal to that of normal AODV without any 
attack. In terms of PDF, the performance of Normal AODV,  
proposed DTH-AODV  are almost equal.

The following line graph in Figure 15, shows the impact of 
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms 
of End to End Delay (EED) of data flows. With respect to the 
increase of no of nodes in the network, the performance 
getting decreased. As shown in the line graph, Blackhole 
Attack seems to be providing lower EED than normal AODV 

(without attack) but certainly it does not mean that Black 
hole Attack is improving the performance of the network. 
The low end to end delay under attack is due to a strange 
fact that   the attack makes disconnection in TCP flows and 
since the packets are not at all forwarded to any further 
nodes, indirectly it is reduce the message overhead in the 
network and reduced bandwidth usage otherwise it will 
be consumed by the forwarded data packets. So, the flows 
that were unaffected by Blackhole Attack (the connections 
where there is no neighboring attack nodes) utilizes that 
extra bandwidth and gains some performance. Further, keep 
in mind that the end to end delay is only calculated based 
on the time in which a packet is sent and received. So if a 
packet is not received, in that case end to end delay can 
not be calculated. So this average EED is only the average 
EED of successfully delivered packets.

The EED of DTH-AODV was little bit higher than normal 
AODV. Because, under attack detection and prevention, 
alternate route will be resolved by avoiding malicious nodes 
on a path, So that the path length will get increased and 
hence will increase the end to end delay.

The following line graph in Figure 16, shows the impact of 
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms 
of consumed battery energy. As shown in the line graph, 
in the presence of Attack the battery consumption is lesser 
than Normal AODV (without attack) but certainly it does not 
mean these Attacks are improving the performance in terms 
of energy consumption. The low energy consumption under 
attacks are due to a strange fact that  these attacks makes 
disconnection in data flows and since the packets are not 
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at all forwarded to any further nodes, indirectly it is reduce 
the battery consumption at the other nodes otherwise 
it will be consumed for forwarding the data packets. 
So, the nodes that were unaffected by Attacks (where 
there is no neighboring attack nodes) preserves some 
battery power. Understanding this strange fact requires 
a better visualization of the whole network scenario. It is 
simple without any attack, AODV was able to send much 
and maximum nodes were able to participate in that 
communication and utilized their energy for transmission/
forwarding of packets so that the energy is consumed 
in most of the nodes. But in the presence of attack, the 
packets are getting dropped intermediately and the battery 
powers on other nodes that are not at all forwarding the 
packets get preserved. With respect to the increase of no 
of nodes in the network, the performance seems to be 
getting decreasing.

Figure 16.Network Size vs Battery Energy

But, interestingly, the energy consumption in the case of 
proposed DTH-AODV is little bit lesser than normal AODV.  
This obviously proves  the  better  working of  proposed  
detection  model.  

Lot of previous papers saying that the attacks will increase 
energy consumption. Of course, it also may be true but 

not in the same sense. For example if an application will 
continuously try to send data under attack, then the battery 
of the sending node and some other nodes between 
sender and attacker nodes will get reduced rapidly. If the 
application will vigorously try to do retransmission due to 
loss, then this will increase the energy consumption. But 
the transport protocol will handle loss scenario and just 
reduce the sending rate to avoid further loss. That is why 
the average energy consumed in the network seems to be 
getting reduced under attack. Understanding this strange 
fact requires a better visualization of the whole network 
scenario.

The following line graph in Figure 17, shows the impact of 
attack and detection and prevention mechanism in terms of 
overhead. As shown in the line graph, under the presence 
of Blackhole the overhead is minimum because, the black 
hole just breaks all the communication.  But with proposed 
DTH-AODV based detection and prevention mechanism, 
the overhead becomes equal to that of normal AODV – it 
signifies that the proposed DTH-AODV works almost equal 
to normal AODV. 

 Figure 17.Network Size vs Overhead

Secure Routing 
Algorithm Characteristics Advantages Disadvantages

Collaborative 
Trust-Based 

Secure Routing 
against Colluding 
Malicious Nodes 
(T. Ghosh et. al. 

[66])

This Protocol design assumes 
the prior distribution of trust to 

all the nodes. 
This protocol also assumes 
the presence of public key 

infrastructure because 
whenever the node transmits 

RREQ message containing trust 
metric to intermediate node, 
the next node authenticates 
the previous node by signing 

with its private key.

This protocol is highly 
resistant towards 

attack where a 
malicious node claims 

to have genuine 
identity such as 

This protocol aims to find the 
shortest path to the destination 
node irrespective of presence of 

malicious node therefore it is more 
susceptible to internal attacks.

The prior distribution of trust makes 
the network less dynamic and 

adaptable to changing situations.
The Use of Public key infrastructure 
makes the protocol highly expensive 

to use and it also causes more 
overhead to maintain all the keys.

This protocol fails under the 
situation of compromised node.

Table 2.Comparison of characteristics of existing AODV based trust routing 
protocol with PTH-AODV and DTH-AODV
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Trust-Embedded 
AODV (T-AODV) 
(T. Ghosh et. al. 

[67] )

This Protocol is an extension 
of 131 with the difference that 
the trust factor is periodically 
updated by the exchange of 

routing messages.
However this protocol also 

assumes the existence of public 
key infrastructure and it also 
assumes the radio rage of all 
the node are same which is 
more theoretical to study.

In this protocol the 
following actions 

done by the malicious 
node is avoided.
 If the malicious 

node provides the 
wrong information 
in the RREQ packet 

by changing the hop 
count field r the 

destination address 
etc.

If the malicious node 
decrypts the sign 

given by the genuine 
node with the 

intention to alter the 
information given in 

the header.
It is more adaptale to 

topology changes

This protocol faikls to find the 
secure end-to-end path from source 

to destination.
More overhead of public key 

infrastructure.

Trust 
Establishment 
in Pure Ad-hoc 
Networks [68]

This protocol does not 
require trusted third party 

infrastructure for its operation.
All node computer the trust 

value based on direct feedback

Malicious node are 
bypassed during route 

discoveries.
This protocol achieves 
better throughput in 

presence of malicious 
node.

Extra overhead in added due to 
nature of the protocol.

The accuracy of protocol depends 
on the weight values that are 

assigned in the calculation of trust 
values.

This protocol is more susceptible to 
IP spoofing attack and MAC spoofing 

attack.
This protocol fails when the 

malicious node collude.

Opinion Based 
Trusted Routing 

Protocol – TAODV 
[69]

This Protocol uses soft 
encryption technique.

The encrypted parts 
of message are 

forwarded through 
different routes 

so malicious node 
hardly have access to 

complete message

This protocol is suceptibe to internal 
attack.

It takes more time in route 
selection.

It is also possible not to route all the 
messages securely

Friendship based 
routing algorithm 

– frAODV [70]

Each node stores the list of 
friends nodes and friendship 
value. The friendship value 

determines the level of 
trustworthiness. During 

control packet transmission 
the friendship balue is also 

exchanged between the nodes. 

The performance 
gives better results 

for the more dynamic 
network.

The experiment is performed 
based on 5 number of nodes 

so the performance of protocol 
for the large number of node is 

undetermined.
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DTH-AODV

This protocol does not require 
public key infrastructure. It 

also do not use any encryption 
technique. The However the 
Trust value is exchanged by 

the nodes only when there is 
a need of route establishment 
and the trust value depends 
on the feedback given by the 

previous neighbour in the 
successful communication.

Additional overhead 
caused by periodic 
exchange of trust 

metric is also avoided. 
This protocol detects 

all the selfish and 
malicious node due 
to exchange of trust 
value between the 

nodes.
Moreover sometimes 

some genuine 
node that are not 

participating in the 
communication for 
over a long time are 
falsely interpreted as 
the selfish node. This 
protocol also avoids 
false accusation of 

genuine node as the 
selfish node.

More work can be done in case of 
trust dispersal and trust  decay over 

time. 
Trust can also be gathered by the 

malicious scenarios.
More work can also be done in case 

of malicious colluding nodes.

Comparison of DTH-AODV with other Trust 
Based Routing Algorithm 
The Table 2 compares the characteristics of conventional 
AODV based trust routing algorithm with newly developed 
algorithm DTH-AODV. 

Table 2: Comparison of characteristics of existing AODV 
based trust routing protocol with PTH-AODV and DTH-AODV

Conclusion
In this work we proposed a dynamic trust handshake based 
detection of black hole attack. We implemented out DTH-
AODV under NS2 and compared its performance with 
the results of Standard AODV and Standard AODV under 
attack. The main advantage of the proposed DTH-AODV is 
: it will detect and prevent the malicious nodes in the very 
early stage of route discovery process. So, it will not need 
any manipulation in routing tables in the route resolving 
process, because, by the design, it will avoid including 
malicious hops in routing table of normal nodes at the 
route discovery process itself.

A lot of simulation and analysis is done to arrive at significant 
and interpretable results. The impact of the attack is 
measured on the detection and prevention mechanism 
with suitable metrics and explained the improvements in 
performance.  According to the arrived results, proposed 
dynamic trust handshake based malicious  node detection 
and prevention mechanism  worked good and successfully 
detected black hole nodes in the network and avoided 
establishing routes though them. As shown in the results 

of the previous section, the proposed DTH-AODV improved 
the throughput and PDF almost equal to that of Normal 
AODV. In this work, we used unencrypted trust handshake 
messages in the design. But in future works, we may explore 
the possibility of using a private key/public key based 
encryption mechanism for more secure operation. It may 
increase the operational overhead, so that one may address 
issues related with overhead due to encryption based trust 
handshake mechanism.
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